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ANTEA PROFILE

ANTEA Cement Sh.A., as the biggest “Greenfield” investment in 
Albania, with a total value exceeding 200 million Euro, is one of 
the biggest industrial companies operating in Albania.
The investment has been made by the TITAN Group, a Greek mul-
tinational cement company, the International Finance Corpora-
tion (IFC) an organization of the World Bank and the European 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). The project 
has been referenced by international institutions such as the IFC, 
World Business Council for Sustainable Development, the CEM-
SA_PRTR project and others as setting the best standards in the 
industry.

At a glance:

Production capacity of 1.5 
million tons of cement

Production capacity of 
clinker of 1.2 million tons

Vertical Mills for coal, raw 
materials and cement

Covered conveyor belts for 
materials reaching 9 km

Closed storage available for 
150,000 tons of materials

Management Systems:

BS OHSAS 18001:2007 for  
Occupational Health and 
Safety

ISO 9000 for Quality

Social Accountability 8000 
for Work Standards

ISO 14001: 2004 for 
Environmental managment
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TITAN GROUP

TITAN Group, the mother company of ANTEA Cement SH.A., is a vertically integrated building materi-
als company founded in 1902, with 13 plants and operations reaching € 1.1 Billion in revenue and 25 
million tons in producing capacity. In line with its governing objective of diversifying risk, TITAN has 
expanded operations in several regions, South-Eastern Europe, Egypt and Turkey as well as the US.
During the booming years and in particular during the last 20 years TITAN grew quite significantly. 
Since the 2008 crisis one of our main objectives has been to increase free cash flow and decrease debt 
exposure, combining operational excellence with respect for people, society and the environment. 
During the past 5 years, TITAN has decreased its debt by about 50% to € 596 Million. Even in 2012, 
which was a very difficult year for us and in fact the only year during which we have not paid divi-
dends to our shareholders since the Second World War, we still managed to reduce our overall debt 
by € 112 Million and generate € 140 Million in free cash. Currently the Group is in a much healthier 
position to emerge from the crisis. Overall it seems that the Eurozone crisis has bottomed out, the 
worst has passed, and the initiation of a recovery phase is expected in most of our markets.
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FINANCIAL INDICATORS

TOTAL REVENUES

2010 € 49,008,914

2011 € 54,870,438

2012 € 51,468,279

Total Revenues 
2010-2012 € 155,347,631 

EXPORT REVENUES

2010 € 11,627,968

2011 € 15,455,362

2012 € 19,291,022

Total Export Revenues 
2010-2013 € 46,374,351 

NET LOSS FOR THE YEAR IN EURO

2009 - €   8,569,000

2010 - €   1,197,000

2011 - €   8,496,000

2012 - € 10,280,000

Total Losses 2009-
2012 € 28,542,000

REPAYMENT OF SENIOR LOANS / 
(PRINCIPAL ONLY)

2013 - €   3,179,734

2014 - €   11,101,319

2015 - €   25,558,601

2016 - € 22,111,099

Total Loan Repay-
ments 2013-2016 € 61,950,753

€ 200 MILLION INITIAL INVESTMENT
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PLANT 

ANNUAL REVENUES OVER € 50 MILLION

ACCUMULATED LOSSES ~ €  30 MILLION €  60 MILLION IN REPAYEMENTS 
IN THE NEXT THREE YEARS

~ € 20 MILLION IN ANNUAL 
EXPORT REVENUES
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TAXES PAID BY ANTEA DURING 2012

VAT Credit € 1,523,601

Royalties € 274,632

Carbon Tax € 1,710,966

Excise Tax € 1,383,382

Municipality Tax € 111,743

Custom Tax € 142,137

Personnal Income Tax € 169,795

Total € 5,316,256

Capital
Expenditures

€ 1.8 million

Interest to
Banks

€6.6 million

Reforestation 
Εxpenditures

€ 0.29 million

Employees

€1.7 million

€5.3 million

€32 million
Local Suppliers

Taxes to State
and Local

Authorities

FINANCIAL FLOWS TO OUR STAKEHOLDERS
IN 2012

EXPENSES FOR EMPLOYEES IN 2012

Payroll € 1,384,588

Social Insurance € 349,301

Total € 1,733,889 

RE-FORESTATION EXPENSES

2010 € 54,846

2011 € 88,411

2012 € 150,770

Total € 294,028 

Global Suppliers
€16 million
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ANTEA has a significant socioeconomic contribution, in terms of the employment it provides, the 
taxation generated through its economic activity and the overall support of local production and 
the strengthening of the national finances. 

Other benefits provided to employees:
•	 Free transportation
•	 Free catering for all employees
•	 Medical checkups
•	 Gynecological  exams for women   

(since 2013)

ANTEA’s average salaries for blue collar 
workers are 54% higher than the national 
average salaries. Overall ANTEA average 
salaries (excluding managers) are 86% 
higher than the national average.

The average salary provided by 
ANTEA is more than 80% higher 
than the national average salary

Our extensive training programs 
have led to the development of 
skills and the specialization of 
the workforce

Employment

*Source: Federation of European Employers 2011, SIEPA, INSTAT, 
AIDA. Note that industry wages are lower than this figure. 

Training is one of the most important investments ANTEA makes in 
its employees.  The total of training hours amount to more than 806 
days of work (man days).

Salary levels

Total no. of training man-hours 2012

Human Rights Issues Covered by Social 
Accountability 8000 elements 64 hr

Group Code of Conduct trainings 19 hr

Health and Safety training 2,667hr

Interpersonal & Management Skills 
Non Technical Know –How Induction 1,720 hr

Foreign languages courses 702 hr

Harvard Business Publishing
Self Training E-learning Program (STEP) 270 hr
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Throughout its long history, TITAN has been a people driven organization, recognizing that sustaina-
ble growth relies on the caliber, behavior and collaboration of our people, who are at the core of our 
Governing Objective and our Strategy. This has shaped our vision to “Ensure an engaged workforce, 
emotionally and mentally”. 

•	 Best fit Candidate Selection when joining     
TITAN 

•	 Continuous Employee Development 
•	 Meritocracy, Differentiation in rewards and 

Recognition 
•	 Building trust by “living” our values and by 

practicing behaviors which ensure mutual 
respect, collaboration and an open flow of 
two-way communication.

•	 Respecting human rights1 , promoting them 
within the area of our influence and ensuring 
a law compliant and safe working environ-
ment. 

Even though representing 11% of the workforce, 
women take part in more than 14% of the training 
hours

Despite the fact that cement production is a 
traditionally male dominated industry, in ANTEA 
women are a considerable and valuable part of 
the industry.

Women hold significant managerial positions 
within ANTEA

Principles for people management
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ANTEA has a significant socioeconomic contribution, in terms of the employment it provides, the 
taxation generated through its economic activity and the overall support of local production and the 
strengthening of the national finances. 

Impact on Community

2579 people are estimated to benefit from ANTEA’s overall employment opportunities

Total number of 
employees: 203

Total Number of indirectly
employed people: 370

*Based on the study of families in Durres undertaken by ILO in 2007, according to which the average family size in the Durres District, to which ANTEA belongs, is 
4.5 members (“Rritja E Ndikimit Të Remitancave Të Migrantëve Në Shqipëri”-- Studimi I IOM dhe ILO 2007)
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Donations and Sponsorships towards 
the community:

Kurbin Commune: or the construction of 
the Hospital parking 
 
Kruja Municipality: construction of public 
infrastructure 

Commune of Thumane: construction of 
the water supply deposits in Borizane 
village 

Kruja Municipality: reconstruction of roads
 
Commune of Thumana: reconstruction of  
houses for better living conditions 

Villages of Thumana, Borizana, Derven and 
Bubq: houses’ reconstruction

Commune of Thumana: provision of clean-
ing services for the school 

Children’s Traditional Song Festival of 
Fushe - Kruje City
 
Thumana Football Game sponsorship 

Trees donation to Municipality of Tirana

Training program for teachers of Thumana
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The Health and Safety procedures, preventive 
measures and trainings at ANTEA point to the 
importance of safety for our operations and our 
people.  Health and Safety has been, and remains, 
the top priority of governance in our company.
All employees in the plant go through numerous 
trainings, with H &S trainings in 2012 having ex-
ceeded 2667 hours. 

Other measures taken by ANTEA include the con-
stant monitoring of the working conditions and 
whether procedures are followed, as well as the 
review of procedures and instructions to ensure 
the improvement of our safety standards. 

The aim for occupational health and safety has 
led the company also to seek certification in or-
der to ensure that proper procedures and con-
trols are in place.
 
ANTEA is successfully certified with the Occu-
pational Health and Safety OHSAS 18001 certi-
fication. In the vein of occupational safety, the 
Health and Safety Department is implementing 
throughout 2013 the “STOP” training For Each 
Other, a training aiming to increase safety cul-
ture, to teach how to make safety observations 
and how to effectively prevent ourselves and 
peers from being injured. 

Health and Safety
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The Group’s zero-injury objective 
and its efforts to be in the top per-
formers in the building materials 
industry, have both led ANTEA’s 
continuous pursuit of safety ex-
cellence. While the safety culture 
in Albania presents several chal-
lenges,  both for our employees 
and our contractors working with 
us, ANTEA has from the beginning 
been noted to have excellent work-
ing standards, an achievement for 
which it has also been featured in 
the IFC Jobs study regarding work-
ing conditions. 
In addition to the training it en-
sures, ANTEA also implements 
measures for the reduction of acci-
dents in technical positions. 
Beyond the personal protective 
equipment used in all working en-
vironments according to the needs 
specified by work procedures,  
managements also reviews the 
conditions leading to near-miss-
es, incidents or accidents and fur-
ther improves the factors that led 
to  said cases. In ANTEA, in 2012 
efforts to report and investigate 
incidents that might have led to a 
lost-time injury (near misses) have 
been intensified while necessary 
corrective actions are taken for 
each case.
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For the Antea “greenfield” project of the TITAN Group in Alba-
nia, an ESIA was conducted in 2008 to cover the entire pro-
ject. Αn integrated Environmental Management System was 
developed and applied according to international standards 
from the setting out of operations and in 2012, the Integrat-
ed Environmental Management System of ANTEA Cement 
Company was certified with ISO 14001: 2004. 

Both TITAN and Antea are committed to environmental pro-
tection and Antea adheres not only to the environmental 
limits set by the Albanian legislation but also by internation-
al standards and limits. 

Antea has been featured as best 
practice in Albania for its monitor-
ing system during the CEMSA-PRTR 
project of the European Union being 
implemented for the consolidation 
of the environmental monitoring 
system in the country.

2 active quarries for flysch and limestone
3056 trees planted for rehabilitation between 2011-2013
250 ha of land reforested per legal obligations between 
2009-2013 

1.2 million tons of cement produced in 2012

Main impacts include: 
Dust and noise
Landscape and alteration
Emissions
Raw materials and energy consumption

The quarry rehabilitation plan of 
ANTEA was recognized as a case 
study by the World Business 
Council on Sustainable Develop-
ment. 

 

 
 

Environmental Footprint

Concrete structures contribute to social values such as: 
safety, durability, economy, resource efficiency
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We acknowledge that our business activities have an 
impact on the environment since cement manufacture 
is a resource and energy intensive industry. This impact 
is the “environmental footprint” of our activities in terms 
of depletable raw materials and other non-renewable 
resources used to make our products and the quantity 
of wastes and emissions to air, water and land that are 
generated in the process. For our cement production fa-
cilities we have identified the sources of impact and the 
associated indicators to measure them in the following 
areas below.
To ensure transparency and alignment with our peers in 
the cement industry the performance indicators used 
are those proposed by the WBCSD/CSI.

Dust
The major dust emission sources in cement plans are 
the kiln stacks and open surfaces creating fugitive dust 
from the transportation of materials. ANTEA has imple-
mented measures such as road spraying with water to 
reduce the dust of transportation, while it also con-
ducts regular monitoring by accredited domestic lab-
oratories in order to ensure compliance with the law 
and standards. 

SOx
The presence of sulphur (S) in raw materials is the pri-
mary cause of SOx emissions. ANTEA’s SOx emissions 
are substantially  below the limits (set by the applica-
ble local laws) as well as the EU regulations. 

NOx
Combustion at high temperatures leads to NOx emis-
sions. Scientific studies have indicated that NOx emis-
sions may contribute to acid rain and smog.  At ANTEA 
to prevent NOx emissions we supervise our techno-
logical process and we implement measures aimed at 
reducing our impact. Despite the fact that our emis-
sions are below legal limits, we are investigating ways 
in which we can further reduce our emissions.

Water
Water is necessary for the industrial process of produc-
ing cement. ANTEA has very low water consumption 
levels and has ensured through drilling its own water 
wells and conducting studies such as the “Hydrogeol-
ogy Study near Burizane Region for Water Supply at 
60m3/h for the cement factory in Burizane” and the 
“Study for the evaluation of hydraulic characteristics of 
the Burizane acquifer and proposed measures for the 
sustainable ground water management”.

Figures for 2013, are based on measurements to date”



ANTEA CEMENT SH.A.
Kashar, Katundi i Ri, 

Autostrada Tirane-Durres, Km.7
Tirana, Albania
PO BOX 1746

Tel: + 355 (0) 4450 2427
Fax: + 355 (0) 4450 2412

E-mail: info@anteacement.al
Web: www.anteacement.com


